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ith Summer bookmarked by the
most patriotic holiday days on the
U.S. calendar (Memorial Day, July 4
and Labor Day), it only makes sense
that our desire to celebrate the joys
of being American is heightened.
There is always that urge to splurge
on the backyard barbeque, and there
are always going to be those

weekends where grilled hot dogs, burgers, chicken and the
multitude of chips and side salads along with a tall, cold
beer will be exactly what the doctor ordered.  However,
especially in situations like the first date and entertaining
vacationing relatives and business associates, you may want
to opt for something that takes the simple pleasures of
summer to a higher level of elegance (or at least something
that casts culinary Americana in an essentially California
light).  And, to those who choose to dine light during bikini
season, you can tell skeptics California cuisine is a uniquely
American form of dining onto itself. 
Lucky for us in L.A, we’ve got as many ways to dine
American as we do to be part of a global village when it
comes to eating. And to those who make “American”
cooking anything but boring, we salute you! 
As we were about to break bread at Westwood’s Napa
Valley Grille, my dining buddy Nancy Joseph, told me that
a great way to judge a restaurant is by its bread. While the
French bread was good if somewhat conventional, the
flatbread had a lot of dimension thanks to its spice and
texture.  The menu followed suit, in the case of this
restaurant.  The ambiance certainly works.  Napa Valley
Grill has all Northern trappings, from its California-
oriented wine list with 200 selections to the familiar and
inviting Craftsman-style décor. There is an impressive wine
flight menu, and despite the fact our waiter bombarded us
with all kinds of possibilities, it was love at first sight with
the “Summertime” trio (2004 Quivira Mouvedre Rosé.
2003 di Bruno Pino Grigio and 2003 Cobblestone Arroyo
Seco Vineyard) for both me and Nancy. The menu, which
changes seasonally, has “garden-fresh” written all over it,
and the attentive waiters delight in giving you all the details

behind what went into a particular dish (sometimes slightly
too much, but they do it cheerfully and with good
intentions).  
Most of Napa Valley Grille’s dishes bear the hallmarks of
wine country cooking, with artfully arranged plates,
colorful veggies and mild-but-unexpected combinations of
spices, herbs and other flavors.  Starting with the appetizers,
Chef Anne Conness decided to have us experience
creations that were a bit more original than crab cakes or
shrimp skewers (though they have those, too). While their
Red Pepper Soup may be a bit milder than one would
expect from a red pepper soup, the Merguez Sausage and
Asiago Cheese Pizzette (a nice small meal in its own right)
is wonderfully conceived and very filling. The Apple
Waldorf Salad, meanwhile, was an unexpectedly light and
lively surprise.  In contrast to the mayonnaise-y concoctions
found at many a July 4 picnic, this variation gets just
enough creaminess from the judicious use of bleu cheese.
Butter lettuce cradles paper-thin slices of apples, golden
raisins, walnuts and celery and a slightly sweet vinaigrette
completes the package.  Another tempting option was the
seasonal “Harvest Platter” offering wine-pairing perfect
mouthfuls of cheese and vegetables but Chef Conness
didn’t want to ruin our appetites on snacks since she was
intent on our trying some of her main dishes. What we got
was half-moon artichoke ravioli (very nice California-ized
pasta), The Grilled Pork Tenderloin (which truthfully was
more Christmas Eve dinner than July 4th food, but was
made better with its Madeira prune reduction, Swiss chard
and mushroom gratin), and a lovely John Dory served atop
colorful ratatouille.  If you can manage to make room for
dessert, meanwhile, keep in mind that pastry chef Natasha
MacAller offers up a strawberry shortcake made more
interesting with a crisp lemon poppy seed cake replacing
the pound cake and a chocolate three ways seasonal twist
on favorites like ice cream and chocolate lava cake.
Vibrato Grill, just off Mulholland Drive (2930 Beverly

Glen Circle), overlooking Sherman Oaks, reinvents the all-
American jazz club, transporting it from its traditionally
urban digs to one of Los Angeles’s toniest residential areas
(an area so posh and refined, it doesn’t even feel like L.A.).

Pairing breezy music with contemporary American cuisine,
the sum product is one of the city’s most unique and
romantic nightspots and a feast for all of the senses.
However, it is new territory for veteran restaurateurs Bob
and Gregg Smith, best known for making Pasadena a
quintessentially American place to enjoy fine dining thanks
to their Parkway Grill, Arroyo Chop House and Smitty’s
Grill as well as the popular and family-friendly Crocodile
Cafés dotting the cities.  It is also fresh terrain for Douglas
Wickard, veteran of Beverly Hills staple Maple Drive, who
is (since January) bringing his warmth and managerial
finesse to this establishment.
Although “Vibrato” is an Italian word, Wickard points out
that the name refers to the jazz. The food, devised by
Executive Chef Sharon Funt, couldn’t be simpler nor more
American.  But for the most part, it is another case of
comfort food carried to a luxurious high-end extreme.
Though the prices are definitely in the luxury category, you
can also consider the entertainment as well as the warm,
welcoming ambiance (of high ceilings, golden lighting and
contemporary artwork) and wonderfully laid-back waiters
and hosts to be a part of this package.  To whet the palate,
Funt arranged for us to try some of her signatures.  The
Citrus Gravlox on a potato knish, though slightly greasy,
was a decadent reworking of a downtown New York favorite
with a zesty sauce that really made for a distinctive and
memorable flavor. The BBQ-Braised Short Ribs (available
as an appetizer or main course), served with a mustard-
based coleslaw, however, was melt-in-your-mouth
perfection with the right amount of spice kick.  Vibrato also
passed my side-dish test—if you can put together a great
meal just on side dishes alone, you are doing something
right.  And though quite rich and indulgent, the side dishes
we ordered (Potato Gratin with aged cheddar and garlic,
creamed spinach with  a baked brioche crust and simple
buttered corn) were incredible in terms of their flavor,
texture and presentation.  Though just ever-so-slightly
marred by a tiny bit of overcooking on the outside, the Filet
Mignon was excellent and made better thanks to a choice of
unique dipping options ranging from classic Bearnaise to
sun-dried tomato chutney, cabernet red wine, melted bleu
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While the definition of “American
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culinary circles, what remains the
same when it comes to all-American
favorites is simplicity, generosity,
hearty flavors and pleasing texture.
This month, we are Grill-ing you on all
the bistros aiming at bringing the old
favorites into the 21st century.
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cheese with caramelized onion and single malt scotch
peppercorn sauces. And dessert…wow.  The new American
classic, the molten chocolate cake (this time, packed with
melty Valrhona goodness) made an appearance, but the
giant slab of chocolate chip bread pudding with a huge
dollop of dark chocolate ice cream is a Chocolate
afficionado’s wish come true.  My only regret is that the
calorie count and richness of the meal did not enable me to
sample the Pumpkin crème brule or coconut cream pie with
a touch of banana brule.  If anything, the great ambiance
and jazz music will have me back in the very near future.
Of course, we wanted to experience the source, so a visit to
Pasadena’s Parkway Grill was a natural.  What makes it an
institution? It is American bistro-style dining on a grand,
sprawling scale, complete with a pedigree (one of Gourmet
Magazine’s “Top Tables of the Nation”) and fare they can
guarantee is garden fresh (thanks in part to their very own
plot adjacent to the restaurant and kitchen.  It also doesn’t
hurt that it is a stone’s throw from The Arroyo Chop House
(also a Smith Brothers establishment) and its pure
steakhouse offerings.  While Parkway offers steaks and
short ribs in its own right, what is keeping it “new” these
days is the introduction of Executive Chef David Tarrin.
Though his first menu had a definite Asian/Pacific Rim
bent (thanks, in part, to a past tenure at Roy’s in Maui), a
significant proportion of the offerings have returned to the
restaurant’s all-American Roots.  However, given that
America is a melting pot, some Asian, Latin, and Italian
twists can be found, especially in some of the restaurant’s
most popular appetizers.  Case in point, Tarrin’s spicier-
than-average tuna tartare (a chunkier, earthier take on what
you may find at Roy’s), a lovely chocolate lobster crepe
with a generous (perhaps too generous for some tastes)
adornment of scallions and the utterly, sinfully delicious
“oven flatbread” (in other words, wood-burning oven baked
pizza) with Cambozola cheese, brown sugar cured Asian
pears and walnuts and a risotto “Rockefeller” topped with
scallops flavored with the unexpected essence of anise.
And although our hearts and palates were set for great
American favorites, we just couldn’t resist the hamachi
tataki.  The bib lettuce salad, meanwhile, has a wonderful,
palate cleansing effect before you dive into a substantial
main course.
Back on U.S. shores for our main courses at Parkway Grill,
we had a lot of true-blue choices at our disposal, from a
grilled USDA Prime New York Steak, to a sexy mesquite
grilled hamburger to roasted range chicken.  Under the
guidance of our veteran waiter, however, we selected the
Campfire Grilled Salmon distinguished with truffle/honey
glaze and beurre rouge and the Mustard grilled beef short
ribs.  While the salmon was fresh and tasty, I wondered if
(perhaps) I should have gone for Pan-Seared John Dory
instead, with the allure of its shrimp pear butter.  The short
ribs, meanwhile, actually taste better when you enjoy them
with small dollops of the parsnip potatoes in the same
bite—think of it as a do-it-yourself Shepherd’s pie (and
since the portion is generous, keep in mind they taste great
reheated in your oven, thanks to the subtle use of Pumpkin
seed oil).  One dessert option, meanwhile, couldn’t be more
nostalgically American… grown up S’mores upgrades
gooey home-made marshmallows, graham cracker cookies
and Belgian Chocolate.
If you have fond memories of crazy nights and splashy
appetizers at Atlas on Wilshire (near Downtown L.A.),
treasure them.  Atlas has moved on to the great restaurant
row in the sky. In its stead, Opus brings 40s flair and
Westside tastes inland. Though the restaurant is still finding
its legs, the menu, food preparation and service are coming
together at a respectable pace.  The appetizers are a mixed
bag.  The Maryland Crab Cake and Duck Confit were
superb, while the tiger shrimp were a little dry and on the
small side and the breads were a little too hard and crispy.
Also, a beet salad we had hoped to try never made it to the
table.  However, the main dishes more than made up for the
few small oversights.  The Porterhouse Steak was simply
prepared, juicy and nicely seasoned, while the Maine

Lobster (very user friendly, with the shells removed, and
tasty sauce judiciously drizzled) was near perfect.  Most of
the sides, meanwhile, were also good enough to be meals in
themselves (passing my “sides” test).  Though the beer
battered onion rings were too greasy, the grilled vegetables
and the spinach were fantastic, and the sweet-and-sour
eggplant (a fantastic alternative to mashed potatoes or
French fries in my book) was addictive.  Moving on to
dessert, though the waitstaff tried to tempt us with—you
guessed it—their version of the molten chocolate cake, we
instead opted for a “parfait” that was, in truth, a delicious
variation of Italian semifreddo that comes out looking a
little bit like an American flag, with blue and red berries
offset by an ivory white chip-and-hazelnut-filled flat square
of ice cream.
In West Hollywood, Dominick’s may not be the “new” kid
in town (in fact, it has been an L.A. mainstay since 1948),
but thanks to a fresh new look and an insightful executive
chef (Brandon Boudet), it has transformed into the perfect
place to spend a summer evening.  In fact, the sheltered
outdoor patio has a very “Sex and the City” vibe to it
(something clearly not lost on its fashionable patrons.  The
restaurant was nearly filled to capacity—no simple feat for
a Monday night).  The overall effect is thoroughly New York
Bistro, updating classics like spaghetti and meatballs that
have been worked into the American food lexicon.  And
once you experience some of the specialties, it is evident
that the management is more focused on making a few
things very, very well rather than impressing with excessive
production values, experimentation or an overly expansive
range of choices.  Case in point, the calamari and the stuffed
mushrooms—two “pub grub” staples made more
sophisticated thanks to small but significant details. The
calamari is not only above average thanks to the use of
lighter batter, but also a dipping sauce with quite a kick to
it (and don’t be shy with the lemons that come with it…they
intensify the flavors even more).  The stuffed mushrooms,
which could have been tasty-if-greasy little dough balls, are
instead light and full of dimension flavor-wise, thanks to the
unique mix of pine nuts, bread crumbs, judicious use of
lean cheeses and fennel.  The Dominick’s house salad, with
its mix of avocados, romaine lettuce, green beans, fennel,
cherry tomatoes, beets and an unusual, lightly-sweet
dressing, really makes the most of good local produce.  
Although we could have indulged in some tasty pastas, we
opted for Dominick’s variations of steak and whitefish. The
bone-in Filet Mignon was very simply presented but cooked
and flavored to melt-in-your-mouth perfection while the
Alaskan Halibut in a buttery reduction with capers
(something we normally would never jump at when left to
our own devices), was flawless in its taste, texture (thanks
to the Apple wood it is cooked on, according to manager
Lawrence Rudolph), and level of moisture that has rivaled
some of the Chilean sea bass dishes I enjoyed when it was
more readily available (another, non-endangered alternative
to Chilean sea bass—hooray!).  For dessert, on the advice of
managers Rudolph and Liam Shaddick, we enjoyed some
truly decadent treats—chocolate panna cotta in caramel
sauce and ricotta fritters in chocolate hazelnut sauce (you
could say they were Turinese profiteroles) that will make
you forget S’mores ever existed.
At the Avalon Hotel in the quiet, tasteful southern end of
Beverly Hills, meanwhile, Blue on Blue (under the
auspices of Executive Chef Jeffery Everts) is going beyond
steak, potatoes and macaroni and cheese to create an
experience that is intended to raise classic American
preparations to a fresh level of refinement with seasonal
ingredients.  As you sit poolside in a quintessentially
American and California 50s-modern milieu—named as
one of Food & Wine’s 50 Best Hotel Restaurants last year—
you can savor different delicious permutations of simply
prepared but distinctively accented chops, fish and even
vegetarian platters.  
Amid a beautiful poolside setting, beautiful people and the
occasional gust of wind, we started light and worked our
way to hearty.  The first course was Heirloom Tomatoes
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from nearby farmer’s markets, served
tartelette style with an excellent balsamic
dressing. Next, we got a little more exotic with
a cold beet soup made with local produce and
topped with a vanilla cream.  It wasn’t my first
choice (though I love beet salads), but if my
grandma’s borcht had tasted like this, I would
have been a beet lover much earlier in life.
The third course was my personal favorite—
seared Atlantic Black Cod with truffled pea
puree and more of those delicious regional
veggies.  The Colorado Lamb with arugula
and asparagus and the Kurobuta pork chop
which (despite the Asian name) had mild “fine
American dining” flavor written all over it.
The Grimaud Farm Duck breast with local
peaches and cilantro, meanwhile, was also
popular with our group (though a bit dry for
my own personal tastes).  Desserts,
meanwhile, had a more adventurous turn, as
they brought out Vanilla-Thyme Panna Cotta
with lemon curd and candied Walnut and
Banana Waffles that we were diplomatically
fighting over.  The icing on this cake is the
wine list and the savvy sommelier who served
us an international selection of wines
including (my favorite) Inneskillen Ice Wine
from Canada and Cakebread 2002
Chardonnay from Napa Valley.
Elsewhere in hotel bistro dining, Boe at the
Crescent Hotel in Beverly Hills delivers up a
hearty serving of American fare in a setting
that is smack-dab in the middle of the
American Dream capitol.  Executive Chef
Eric Ritter adds such fare as short ribs, flatiron
steak and seared scallops to the party.
Appetizers like the market pizza and fresh
salads are also a fun part of the mix.  However,
for me and my guest, the standout items were
definitely the pistachio crusted halibut with
buttery haricot verts with a red pepper coulis
adding an unexpected dash of color and flavor
to an otherwise starkly simple plate as well as
indulgence-worthy garlic fries and some
lovely homespun “soup of the day” specials.
The extras, such as obscenely fabulous
desserts (a butterscotch pot de crème, hot
chocolate torte and key lime pie) and rainbow-
hued martini flights (we savored the Sex
Kitten, Zen, Eat-A-Peach and Naughty-but-
Nice cocktails)  
Shifting gears, what could be more American
than breakfast, especially when it’s larger than
life, and busting at the seams with fixings.  In
L.A., choices abound, from stalwart safe bet
chains like Jerry’s Deli to old school favorites
like the DuPars in Studio City.  However, the
most buzz-worthy place of late (since they are
opening a location in trendy WeHo) is
Sherman Oaks institution Jinky’s.  There is
always a line on weekends, but given the
smells coming out of the place (muffins,
bacon, pancakes) it is easy to understand why

(and, oh yes, occasional celebrity sightings
too).  The quaint location, which sprawls
across three small storefronts, is all about the
details.  Forget IHOP… this place could be the
Baskin-Robbins of pancakes with an array
that goes from traditional buttermilk and
blueberry to tropical favorites like Banana-
Macadamia Nut, Pumpkin and Tropical
Pancakes with mandarin oranges.  There is
even a savory twist to the sweet favorites…
the S.O.B. (South of the Boulevard), pancakes
with shredded potatoes, red onions and
cilantro.  The House Specialties are also
unconventional, like the Santa Fe Scramble,
Chili Jumble and Italian Egg Sandwich.
Many entrees come with pea guacamole,
which although does not taste like the avocado
classic, adds a healthful but creamy touch to
the condiment mix. And for more
conventional palates, there is a truckload of
egg dishes for the asking. Other unique
offerings include the Sherman Oaks (fresh
Spinach, mushrooms and garlic), Chicken and
Herbs (egg whites, grilled chicken breast,
parsley, dill and boursin cheese) and Flaky
French Toast (egg bread French toast that gets
extra texture from Kellogg’s Honey Nut Corn
Flakes).  And if you’re just not that into
breakfast, there are lunch offerings Monday to
Saturday after 11 a.m., too!  But in truth,
Jinky’s is really all about the joy of breakfast.
Makes a great first date spot, too! Another
local contender in the breakfast stakes (and
steaks, for that matter) is Mo’s in Toluca Lake.
And if trendy trappings are your bag, you can
always hightail it to Swinger’s in either
Hollywood or Santa Monica.
And representing what is best in Americans—
fun and fundraising for a very worthy cause—
the 19th Annual Great Chefs of Los Angeles
benefiting the National Kidney Foundation
kicked off the summer outdoor eating season
in great style at the Ritz-Carlton Marina Del
Rey.  While different culinary styles from
around the world were represented—after all,
L.A., at its heart, is a great American Melting
Pot—there were some upscale, high concept
American offerings from such restaurants as
JiRaffe, Joe’s Restaurant, Josie, Regent
Beverly Wilshire and Traxx. And to wash it
down, some refreshing home-grown libations
from Sierra Nevada Brewing Company, Fife
Vineyards, Flora Springs Winery, Galvanina,
Golden State Wine Company and more. The
event coincided with my birthday, and on one
hand, what could be better than having your
cake and your main course samples, too.  Then
there is what to do with the other gift… the
five pounds I gained while putting this story
together.  That’s the great thing about
American summers… all that running around
you get to do outside.
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